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Dreams
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Intuitive Dreaming
by Laurel Clark
ISBN 9780944386705
$13.95
238 pages 5.5 x 8.5
This book encourages you
to explore your intuition,
illustrating how dreams can
open doors to the
mysterious realm of
subconscious mind and
superconscious reality.
Whether your dreams are
spiritual or healing, inspire
art, music, or poetry, or
guide you to discover your
calling, the dream world is
magical and power ful.
Honoring a dream is a way
to pay homage to the
divine.
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Lucid Dreaming:
99,000 Opportunties
for Awareness
edited by Teresa Martin
ISBN 9780944386415
$13.00
211 pages 5.5 x 8.5
Personal experiences and
universal insights into the
nature of dreaming provide
the reader with guidance as
to the meaning of his or her
own dream experiences.
Twelve authors provide
unique perspectives of
dreams and their
relationship to our waking
lives.
This book covers
topics like Dreams and
American Youth to Existing
on Inner Planes.
Lucid
Dreaming provides a
perspective of the mind
communication that occurs
for every man, woman and
child on the planet.
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The Moon’s Effect on
Dreams
edited by Christine Madar
ISBN 9780944386423
$10.00
152 pages 4.75 x 7.5
The Global Lucid Dreaming
Experiences (GLiDE) are
conducted by researchers at
the College of Metaphysics in
the United States.
Lucid
dreaming is the conscious
perception of one’s state while
dreaming. This book records
findings from the second
GLiDE experiment.
The
premise of these experiments
is that lucid dreaming is a
universal experience for Homo
sapiens.
The experiment
enables a forum to prove that
lucid dreaming occurs around
the world, across cultures,
relations, races, ages, and
nationalities.

School of Metaphysics Publishing www.som.org

Every Dream is About
the Dreamer
by Barbara O’Guinn Condron
ISBN 9780944386279
$13.00
280 pages 5.5 x 8.5
Can dreams be a
premonition, or a glimpse of
another dimension? How
can a child’s dreams help
you be a better parent? Why
do we wish some dreams
would never end? This book
is a compilation of dream Q
& A from dreamschool.org. It
reveals the meaning of
common themes that run
through our dreams. Once
decoded, they become
personal mythologies
revealing individual quests
for success, enlightenment,
and peace.
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The Dreamer’s Dictionary

B

Best Seller
since 1995

by Barbara O’Guinn Condron
ISBN 9780944386163
$15.00
320 pages 6.0 x 9.0

The Dreamer’s Dictionary includes over a thousand dream symbols
and their in-depth meaning in the Universal Language of Mind. Based
on decades of research conducted by the School of Metaphysics, the
people who sponsor www.dreamschool.org and the annual National
Dream Hotline®, this is the book that answers the most commonly
asked questions about dreams while teaching you how to understand
your own. From lucid dreaming to precognition to enhancing dream
recall, this book has been a steadfast seller for two decades.

Each one of us was taught and
has learned English. Otherwise
writing and reading this book
would be very difficult, if not
impossible. If this book was
penned in a language foreign
to you, you would see strings of
letters and symbols unfamiliar
to you -- characters without
meaning. You wouldn’t identify
them as words so you wouldn’t
be able to assess any meaning
to them. Communication
would not occur. This is often
what happens with our dream
states. Communication does
not break down, rather it does
not occur because the outer
mind and the inner mind do
not speak a language common
to both of them. -- The Dreamer’s

SECTION 1 - provides wide-ranging and
fascinating historical, spiritual and
psychological insights into the workings of
the subconscious mind in the dream state.
SECTION 2 - Over 1000 entries from abbey
to money to zoo translated from English into
the Universal Language of Mind. Plus
thoughts to consider for interpretation and
personal significance of your dreams.

Dictionary

Dreams: Our Nighttime
Counselors
related article

SECTION 3 - focuses on the art of
interpreting dreams including possible
responses to communication received while in
the dream state.

Dreamer’s Dictionary App for iPhone
Dreamer’s Dictionary App for Android
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Universal Healing Truths

Karmic Healing

by Daniel R. Condron
ISBN 9780944386446
$15.00
152 pages 4.5 x 8

by Laurel Clark
ISBN 9780944386262
$15.00
212 pages 5.5 x 8.5

If everyone knew and
practiced Universal Truths of
Healing they would be more
whole and the world would
be a healthier place. This
book offers the knowledge of
healing. It also offers the
truths to have and maintain
health.
Each truth builds
upon the previous truths.
Together, they produce
wholistic transformation of
consciousness.
As
consciousness becomes more
whole or wholistic, the body
is healed, for to be healed is
to become whole.

This may be the hardest book
you will ever read.
Hard
because it is real.
Hard
because it brings you face to
face with pain, loss, sadness,
illness, and the struggles of
living in an imperfect world.
At the same time, you may
experience the most profound
and uplifting change in your
consciousness as you discover
how to find peace during
stressful times and to be
centered in the enduring
power of love.

This book of simple of truth
and love has the power to
change the very essence of
who you are. Each passage is
an affirmation that causes the
reader to refocus on what he/
she wants to create within
the Self. It keeps you focused
on the person you want to
become. A person that is
more positive, peaceful and
healing.
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This is the story of a friend, a
wife, a spiritual teacher
enriched by her experiences as
she walked with her husband
through the strange and
surreal world of modern
medicine during as six-year
ordeal with diabetes,
blindness and kidney failure.
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Pranic Healing DNA
Transfiguration - CD
by Dr. Barbara O’Guinn Condron
ISBN 9780944386970
$35.00
Each breath you take supports
your physical life by oxygenating
your body in a process called
re s p i r a t i o n .
Co n s c i o u s l y
breathing activates your spiritual
life by drawing upon cosmic
energy in a process called
pranayama.
The Pranic DNA
Transfiguration gives you the
keycodes for breathing the
subtle energies capable of
synchronizing your mind and
your body.
These codes are
auditory. Two ancient practices
become your own with each
listening.
DEERGHA SWASAM
and the MICROCOSMIC ORBIT
enlighten the Stargate Field of
Consciousness, fortifying your
core and igniting six spheres of
life. This taraka yoga exercise
was developed at the School of
Metaphysics by Dr. Condron.

School of Metaphysics Publishing www.som.org

First Opinion: Wholistic
Health Care for the 21st
Century
by Barbara O’Guinn Condron
ISBN 9780944386187
$15.00
308 pages 5.5 x 8.5
Intuitive analysis unites the
best the world has to offer.
From surgery to acupuncture,
from psychiatry to prayer,
intuitive health analysis
recommend those treatments
which accelerate recovery and
restore wholeness for the
individual.
It complements
existing health care practices
by drawing upon global
healing knowledge.
As we move into the next
frontier, intuitive health
analysis will become the first
opinion we seek for our
health, well-being, and peace
of mind.
related article
Intuitive Reports
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Permanent Healing:

includes Quantum Mechanics of Healing
by Daniel R. Condron
ISBN 9780944386125
$20.00
246 pages 5.5 x 8.5

Someone you know will live longer and healthier by reading
Permanent Healing. Something wonderful is happening! A revolution
is taking place. This book is a mental revolution. Your life is going to
change--for the better. Beyond temporary, symptomatic remedies is the
knowledge that can bring you Permanent Healing.
SECTION 1 - gives a comprehensive
background, explanation and stories
that illustrate the principal that thought
is the cause of our inner and outer life.

“The relationships we all
have with emotions and
health issues are among the
most perplexing
philosophical enigmas. Dr.
Condron offers the most
satisfying instant insight I
have read to solve most
problems. I think you can
resolve your major
dysfunctions by meditating
on the attitudinal
foundations provided.”
C. Norman Shealy, M.D. Ph.D.
President, Holos Institutes of
Health

SECTION 2 - presents a glossary of
over 500 dis-eases of the body and
mind, the attitudes that cause these
diseases and suggestions for causing
permanent healing.
SECTION 3 - explores the relationship
of quantum mechanics to permanent
healing. Insights are offered that
explain the infinite potential of the
disciplined mind.

Best Seller
since 1992

Unparalleled as a reference book for professionals and lay people,
Permanent Healing documents years of research pioneered by the
School of Metaphysics’ intuitive reports.

Read more about the intuitive research that Dr. Condron has contributed to for over three decades!
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Remembering Atlantis:
The History of the World,
Vol. One
by Daniel Condron & Barbara
O’Guinn Condron
ISBN 9780944386286
$15.00
252 pages 7 x 10
Sometimes finding the answers
you’re looking for is a matter of
knowing how to ask the right
questions.
Did Atlantis really exist? What
were the people like? Where
did they go? Where did the
Earth’s moon come from? What
became of the dinosaurs? Why
has the Egyptian civilization
appeared to have declined
since its origin? Who built the
Sphinx? Why are there so many
pyramids on the face of our
planet? Is our planet alive?
What causes the phenomena of
crop circles? Who made the
crystal skulls excavated in the
1900’s. Is there intelligent life
elsewhere in our universe?
Have they already visited Earth?
Might they return?
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The Work of the Soul
by Barbara O’Guinn Condron
ISBN 9780944386170
$13.00
208 pages 5.5 x 8.5
What if you knew you have
lived before?
How much
would it change you and your
life – today?
Meet people who can answer
these questions. The School
of Metaphysics’ research has
gone beyond the limits of
recall common to regression
experiences. In fact, there are
those who have been trained
to access universal memory
and report what has been
perceived.
These past life
accounts do much more than
satisfy curiosity or boost the
ego. They describe the karmic
bonds that hold the soul
earthbound and open the
door
to
spiritual
enlightenment.
It is this
knowledge that empowers
you to do The Work of Soul.
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2012, 2013 & Beyond
Time
by Daniel R. Condron
ISBN 9780944386484
$15.00
202 pages 5.5 x 8.5
Throughout time, humanity
has striven to understand
history of the past and
imaginings of the future, yet
few have ventured to
understand the present
moment in which the True
Reality resides. What is to be
our future?
Perhaps, the correct question
is, what is to be our Present?
This 5000 year dream we call
human civilization is coming
to an end. Now, the reasoner
evolves into the Intuitive
Being. The now builds on the
foundation of the old. In this
book, Dr. Daniel Condron
teaches the Mind, which
goes beyond the brain, pure
consciousness that goes
beyond sensory experience,
and the keys to Heaven while
still in a physical body.

School of Metaphysics Publishing www.som.org

Dharma: Finding
Your Soul’s Purpose
by Laurel Clark
ISBN 9780944386347
$10.00
146 pages 5.5 x 8.5
Now you no longer
have to wonder why
you are here or wander
from place to place to
discover your soul’s
mission. You can find
out definitely through
an Intuitive Dharma
Portrait offered through
the School of
Metaphysics. This book
brings you stories of
seekers who have found
their purpose in life
through this important
intuitive research. You
can find your soul’s
purpose. This book will
tell you how.
Dharma Portrait
related article
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PEACEMAKING: 9
Lessons for Changing
Yourself, Your
Relationships & Your
World
by Barbara O’Guinn Condron
ISBN 9780944386316
$12.00
202 pages 7 x 9

How does one make peace?
This is the question students
and teachers at the College
of Metaphysics asked as
they built the first Peace
Dome on their campus. In
PEACEMAKING you learn the
stories of Nobel Peace Prize
Laureates. In the hands of
Dr. Barbara Condron, each
Peace Prize laureate teaches
a lesson in what causes
peace. Mother Teresa's
lesson of gratitude is taught
through the power of a
s m i l e , L i n u s Pa u l i n g ' s
"culture worthy of man's
intelligence" comes alive in
peace equations created by
students, and Betty Williams'
life changing nightmare
becomes the springboard to
identify our own defining
moments. Here are the steps
that free the mind to
contemplates a spiritual
concept like peace and
enter into what Albert
Schweitzer called "a new
mentality."
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The Invitation: A Play in
Four Movements
by Barbara O’Guinn Condron
ISBN 9780944386407
$8.00
pages 83 5.5 x 6.5

T h e I N V I TAT I O N i s a n
experience in consciousness.
Its power is in the individual
and in the connections
between all of us. Spanning
sixty years, it reveals the
human urge toward
compassion and reason, love
and cooperation through the
lives of eight people honored
at some time with a Nobel
Peace Prize for their life’s
work.
For performance rights
please contact the School of
Metaphysics.
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The Invitation - Audio
Audible.com
What would happen if eight
Nobel Peace Laureates
gathered together to discuss
w h at m a k e s p e a ce ? T h e
Invitation explores this grand
meeting of minds across time
and space. The Invitation is an
experience in consciousness.
Its power is in the individual
and the connections between
all of us. Spanning 60 years it
reveals the human urge
toward compassion and
reason, love and cooperation
through the lives of eight
people honored at some time
with the Nobel Peace Prize for
their life's work.
The Invitation is a one-hour
performance given in the
Peace Dome once each year.
Preceding the performance a
shor t film "A Life Wor th
Examining" chronicling the
eight Nobel Peace Laureates
portrayed in The Invitation.

Power of Prayer Around
the World Songbook
written and edited by B. Condron
and M. Valois
ISBN 9780944386326
$30.00
pages 81 8.5 x 11

The Power of Prayer Around the
World is the expression of the
universal urge to communicate
with man’s creator throughout
time. First presented at the
Parliament of the World’s
Religions in 1993, this
per formance guidebook
includes the sheet music used
in the musical cantata in the
world’s Peace Dome in 2010.
Whether a personal experience
of inner communion or a
shared experience of singing
and celebration, the accounts
of those attending are glimpses
of prayer’s evolution through
the ages, prayer’s influence in
the present, and the promise of
prayer’s transformation for
generations to come.

The Universal Peace Covenant , a document created by teachers and
students at the School of Metaphysics is translated in nine languages.

School of Metaphysics Publishing www.som.org
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How to Raise an Indigo Child:
10 Keys for Cultivating a
Child’s Natural Brilliance
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A Circle of Love
by Barbara O’Guinn Condron
$10.00
40 pages 7.5 x 7.5

by Barbara O’Guinn Condron
$8.00
44 pages 7 x 10

“I love you just because you are.”

Dr. Barbara Condron’s many years of
study and experience with the mind
and with children shines through in
this sure be a classic, epic tale of our
Boy meets Babaji, a wise and kind
spirit guide. His journey unfolds as a
troublesome snake bite ends up
leading to the city that comes and
goes...

A child is waiting for you to read
this book
Can we be taught how to think like
Leonardo da Vinci or William
Shakespeare or Mohandas K.
Gandhi or Marie Curie? How does
one become a mental gymnast,
fluid in thought and expression? A
compassionate leader of Self and
others?
Can intelligence be
developed?
Can intuition be
taught?
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Radiance a Myth for All Ages

by Barbara O’Guinn Condron
ISBN 9780944386293
$14.00
262 pages 6 x 9

An urgent need to answer these
questions is present in the minds of
increasing numbers of us, often
stimulated by the children in our
lives. This book is a quantum leap
in that direction. Indigo children
are the talented and gifted among
us. Incredibly bright, they naturally
challenging us to interact in new,
exciting ways. How to Raise an
Indigo Child allows us to enter their
world where honesty, learning, and
wisdom and self mastery are
worthy goals in life!

E

Dr. Barbara Condron once again
creates a very beautiful and
enchanting story for all the ages.
This poem was adapted from the
traditional closing of all School
of Metaphysics gatherings into a
form everyone can read. The
pictures are attractive and
compelling. This is a great book
for young and old. The poem is
rhythmic and dynamic as it
explains the universal principals
of unconditional love. The book
is coded in two colors, the poem
in blue and the inner wisdom
behind the poem in red. This is a
book you can read over and over
to your child creating memories
that will last a lifetime.

Inspired by her own experience in
the inner levels of consciousness.

How To Raise an Indigo Child
has been translated
into four languages...

Danish

sian

Indone

ese

Portugu

School of Metaphysics Publishing www.som.org

Hebrew
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Master Living: 10
Essential Life Skills for
Health, Prosperity,
Success & Peace of Mind
by Barbara O’Guinn Condron
ISBN 9780944386361
$18.00
406 pages 6 x 9

Escaping the matrix of 21st
century life just got a lot
easier.
Whether you are a parent
desiring to provide wisdom
and guidance for your child,
an executive guiding the
growth of your company, or
an artist bringing forth a
vision, the real fruit of any
action in life is self
awareness. Master Living
synthesizes thirty years of
research into whole mind
thinking that empowers you
to live in harmony with the
laws that govern creation.
With these concepts and
practices you will live longer
and prosper through using
Mental Technology to align
spirit, mind and body.
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Kundalini Rising:
Mastering Creative
Energies
by Barbara O’Guinn Condron
ISBN 9780944386132
$13.00
214 pages 5.5 x 8.5

Tracing the development of
creative energy from the time
of Adam and Eve to the
present, Kundalini Rising
transports your consciousness
far beyond the limits of
physical time and space to the
source of your creative power.
As the use of Kundalini
becomes a part of your daily
consciousness, individual
evolution is accelerated and
global evolution is enhanced.
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The Law of Attraction
and Other Secrets of
Visualization

The Inner Secrets of
Astrology
by Damian Blair Nordmann
ISBN 9780944386507
$20.00
287 pages 5.5 x 8.5

by Laurel Clark
ISBN 9780944386392
$13.00
190 pages 5.5 x 8.5

We are all on a quest to know
our true nature. Astrology is
the ancient science that shows
us where we come from, who
we are now, and what our
destiny may be. Its highest
use is to know the tendencies
of Being in order to
understand the true Self. The
Inner Secrets of Astrology
transcends stereotypes by
describing specific area of
strength and challenge that
people of each sign face every
day of their lives.

People who are successful
draw upon the infallible
power of subconscious mind.
Now you can, too. The Law of
Attraction and Other Secrets of
Visualization teaches you
how to access your Creative
Mind to produce health, wellbeing, understanding,
a b u n d a n c e, a n d b e t t e r
relationships for yourself and
those you love. Join those
who know that good fortune
is not a matter of chance – it
comes from harmonizing
with Universal Law.

Japanese
edition

School of Metaphysics Publishing www.som.org
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Dreams of the Soul: The
Yogi Sutras of Patanjali
by Daniel R. Condron
ISBN 9780944386118
$13.00
208 pages 5.5 x 8.5
The root of the word sutra is to
sew, or to sew with a thread. It
means to bring together two
or more parts to work into a
cohesive whole. These sutras
facilitate the process of the
reasoner to progress on the
Spiritual path rapidly by
suturing or uniting conscious
and subconscious minds.
Explanations, techniques, and
information is given,
stimulating the earnest
student to use more of his or
her total mind.
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The Universal Language of
Mind: The Book of Matthew
Interpreted
by Daniel R. Condron
ISBN 9780944386156
$13.00
308 pages 5.5 x 8.5
Moving beyond translating texts
from one physical language to
another, this book reveals the
essence of Spiritual evolution as
taught by one of the world's
great Masters. This text is a
rediscovery of knowledge familiar
to the ancients for over 10,000
years, long before Jesus of
Nazareth walked on Earth. In this
light, Matthew is a timeless
revelation of the inner urge of the
Spiritual Self communicated in
the oldest language known to
man.
Jesus repeatedly stated that he
spoke in parables and metaphors,
therefore symbolically.
When
interpreted in universally
applicable images, the essence of
the teaching is both significant to
all of humanity and personally
relevant to the seeker of wisdom.
These interpretations dispel the
contradictions often perceived in
physical reading.

12!
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The Bible Interpreted in
Dream Symbols
by Barbara O’Guinn Condron
Daniel R. Condron
Gayle B. Matthes
Jerry L. Rothermel
ISBN 9780944386231
$18.00
342 pages 5.5 x 8.5
When interpreted by dream
experts, the Bible becomes
an incredible tool for Self
realization. In this timeless
book, spanning three of the
world’s major religions, are
the inner level images
c o n v e y i n g h u m a n i t y ’s
purpose for existence. This
book brings the Bible to life
and paints a picture of
mankind’s past and future. It
is the story of our journey to
enlightenment, the
manifestations of Christ
Consciousness and the
resurrection of truth that lay
hidden for ages.

School of Metaphysics Publishing www.som.org

The Tao Te Ching
Interpreted & Explained
by Daniel R. Condron
ISBN 9780944386309
$15.00
294 pages 6 x 9
There is a higher knowledge, a
higher truth, a higher
awareness, and a higher
enlightenment that is available
to all.
It is time for more
people to wake up, learn, and
be taught this higher
knowledge. The Tao Te Ching
Interpreted and Explained
offers a superconscious and
subconscious explanation of
this unique holy work
according to Universal
Principles, Universal Laws, and
the Universal Language of
Mind.
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The Secret Code of
Revelation
by Daniel R. Condron
ISBN 9780944386378
$15.00
420 pages 6 x 9
Revelation, the last book of
the Bible, reveals not only
each person’s potential, it
also shows our destiny.
Hidden within its passages
is a hidden message. A
message so important for
the people of this planet
that for the past 2000 years,
millions of people have
tried to understand its
meaning. This book reveals
the deeper meaning behind
the symbology. As key after
key is unlocked, the secret
of secrets is revealed.
Humanity’s ultimate destiny
is illuminated.
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The Emptiness Sutra
by Daniel R. Condron
ISBN 9780944386385
$10.00
163 pages 4.5 x 8
From time immemorial there
have been great teachers who
have reached into or aligned
with deep and high levels of
consciousness. Some have
written or recorded their
discoveries and given them to
humanity. Often scribes or
disciples would write these
Truths down. Sometimes they
would be passed on orally for
generations before being lost
or written down. The
Emptiness Sutra came from the
Inner Levels of Consciousness.
It was received by a teacher
who wrote it down and shared
this divine love and high
consciousness. This book, the
Emptiness Sutra is for
humanity. The Emptiness Sutra
is for you.
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The Bhagavad Gita
Interpreted & Explained

The Dhammapada
Interpreted & Explained

by Daniel R. Condron
ISBN 9780944386729
$20.00
319 pages 6 x 9

by Daniel R. Condron
ISBN 9780944386712
$20.00
272 pages 5.5 x 8.5

Daniel Condron’s love of Holy
works shines through in this
book.
The Bhagavad Gita
Interpreted and Explained is the
sixth book he has written that
explores the meaning of the
Holy texts in the Universal
Language of Mind.

A Work for the Ages. The
Dhammada Interpreted and
Explained is a compilation
and summation of the
Buddha’s teachings.

This book draws on The
Dhammapada, The Tao Te
Ching, the Bible, the Rig Veda
and k nowledge regarding
kundalini energy. Condron has
a s i g n i fi c a n t a m o u n t o f
historical information regarding
the scene, theme and
characters of the enduring Holy
work. This perspective aids the
reader to have a context that
enables deeper understanding
of the universal message that is
conveyed in this story.
The
immortal words of Krishna and
his student Arjuna ring just as
true today as they did
thousands of years ago.

School of Metaphysics Publishing www.som.org

This book explains how and
why the Buddha’s sayings are
whole, compassionate and
complete. The whole book
explains how to implement
these teachings into one’s life
and consciousness to the
ideal of enlightenment.
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Wisdom of Solomon:
Infinite Possibilities in
Finite Experiences

The Taraka Yoga of Kuan Yin:
Receiving Your Inner
Teacher

by Barbara O’Guinn Condron
ISBN 9780944386330
$15.00
280 pages 5.5 x 8.5

by Gael O’Guinn
ISBN 9780985584108
$20.00
264 pages 5.25 x 8.5

“Heaven and hell are here
now, depending upon the
direction of our choices.”

For centuries, One Hundred Verses
have been recognized in temples
throughout Asia as the Voice of
Kuan Yin. In The Taraka Yoga of
Kuan Yin, the 100 verses are
interpreted in universal symbols
by one of the world's foremost
dream researchers. The essence
of each verse is reflected in a
single word: Verse 9 is titled
Roots, #21 is Cherish, #57
Sobriety, #94 The Unified Field,
#96 Wavelengths.
Each verse
serves to turn the attention
inward, away from the outer
clamor of the day and toward an
inner stillness of Being. Gael's
account of how and when the
book came into being precedes
the verses. From sitting with His
Holiness the 14th Dalai Lama of
Tibet in Madison, Wisconsin, to
the word heard while meditating
at the southern rim of the Grand
Canyon, the text tells the story of
how Gael found her Voice in Kuan
Yin.

There are times in our lives
when nothing seems to
make sense – how we feel,
why things are happening
the way that they are. It
seems almost as though we
are being thrown around by
life and the universe.
Everywhere we turn the allpervading question is:
“Why?”
In the Wisdom of Solomon,
modern, everyday Solomons
unlock the answers to life’s
challenges for us all and aid
us to find the beauty, the joy,
and life within experiences
that may otherwise seem
dark and difficult.
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Spiritual Renaissance:
Elevating Your
Consciousness for the
Common Good
by Barbara O’Guinn Condron
ISBN 9780944386224
$15.00
300 pages 5.5 x 8.5

Spiritual Renaissance is a new
way of thinking – where
education is bringing forth what
the soul knows.
Where
impassioned service for our
neighbor replaces greed and the
lust for power. Where the truths
of both science and religion
unite to reveal the universal laws
of creation. Where the cosmic
consciousness of the Buddha,
the Christ, and all enlightened
being who have walked the
earth becomes our Ideal.
Living in a better world will
require self awareness and self
discipline. From the Eightfold
Pa t h o f E n l i g h te n m e n t to
Pandora’s legacy to Benjamin
Franklin’s 13 virtures, Dr. Barbara
Condron unites the past, present,
and future in an illuminating
vision of interconnectedness that
will transform the way you live
your life.

School of Metaphysics Publishing www.som.org

The Still Mind Present
Moment Open Heart
by Daniel R. Condron
ISBN 9780944386439
$15.00
218 pages 4.5 x 8

Come take a tour of a
whole new Universe where
less thinking becomes
more important and
powerful than more
thinking. Less thinking
leads to consciousness
choice and ultimately the
Still Mind.
This Holy book, received
from high consciousness
provided by a still mind,
reveals the step by step
unfolding of consciousness
into enlightenment. The
still mind and present
moment lead to the open
heart that reveal divine
Love.
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e-book

Dreamtime: Parables of
Universal Law while Down
Under

Superconscious Meditation:
Kundalini & and the
Understanding of the Whole
Mind

edited by Barbara O’Guinn Condron
ISBN 9780944386453
$13.00
310 pages 5.25 x 8

This book chronicles the stories of
13 people attending the Parliament
o f t h e Wo r l d ’s R e l i g i o n s i n
M e l b our ne, Aust ra l i a .
Th e
youngest turned 3 on the trip, the
oldest was 63. One person was
born in Japan, another an émigré
from Belarus. One is a MBA, a
Montessori-trained teacher, a
mother of two, another a president
of the 501(c)(3) educational
organization that brought them
together.
Their stories, told as
parables, illustrate the Universal
Laws of creation.

by Daniel R. Condron
ISBN 9780944386217
$13.00
246 pages 5.5 x 8.5
To master any skill or ability, practice
is required. To master meditation,
you will need to meditate regularly.
To become proficient, you will want
and need to meditate every day.
Meditation is the art of stilling the
Mind and listening. In the stillness
you will know your permanent,
everlasting existence.
This book highlights the mental skills
needed for achieving the heights of
meditation. Dr. Condron gives clear
and simple truth of the structure of
mind, so that anyone can learn to
wield the great potential of the mind
in order to experience and know true
meditation.

The Purpose of Life: 28
Powerful Keys for
Discovering and Fulfilling
Your Purpose in Life
by Daniel R. Condron
ISBN 9780944386354
$15.00
276 pages 6 x 9

This Book Answers the Greatest
Question of All.
Few people ever discover their
unique and valuable purpose. in
life.
You now have the
opportunity to do so. Order
your copy of The Purpose of Life
to discover and begin fulfilling
your soul’s purpose today.
Everything you always wanted
to know about the purpose of
life is at your fingertips.

e-book
7 Steps to Deepen Your Meditation
by Dr. Pamela Blosser
$3.99 download

Nullam arcu leo, facilisis ut!
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Concentration
by Laurel Clark
$4.00

Concentration is key to
success in life. Staying
with a goal, making an
internal change, or
learning to play a
musical instrument all
require concentration.
Learn about some of the
simple keys to learning
to concentrate.
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Isaiah Chapter 55
Interpreted &
Explained
by Daniel R. Condron
$5.00

Originally written for
teachers of the School of
Metaphysics, the
interpretation of Isaiah 55 in
the Universal Language of
Mind provides any student
of life with a vision of
enlightened consciousness.
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The Seven Secret Keys
to Prosperity and
Abundance
by Daniel R. Condron
$5.00

The Universal Laws of
Prosperity and Abundance
can be activated by
learning how to think
prosperous thoughts and
then expect growth and
abundance.

The Four Stages of
Growth
by Daniel R. Condron
$5.00

I nfanc y, adolescence,
adulthood and wisdom
are stages of growth
experienced in every part
of life. Most importantly, it
provides a guideline for
growth in consciousness
through the activities in
life.
Mastery of any
endeavor comes through
experiencing the four
stages of growth.

The Art of Hand Crafting

A selection of SOM Publishing books are hand crafted by teachers
and students at the School of Metaphysics, and have been for over
40 years. Holding one of these booklets is an energetic experience.
From the author to a student who does layout and design, the
message of each book is enlivened with purposeful attention. An
offset printer is housed at the School of Metaphysics World
Headquarters requiring a master of printing to oversee this stage
development. Pages are then cut on a giant paper cutter, collated
and stapled by students and delivered to SOM bookstores
throughout the midwest United States. Each step of creation is
intentional and thoughtful. Collating 1000’s of books is often
done during large student gatherings.
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Understanding Your
Dreams

Motivation: From Existence
to Fulfillment

by Daniel R. Condron
$5.00

by Pamela Blosser
$2.00

This book is the primer for
understanding and interpreting
your dreams. Used by students
and lay people alike, it is an
easy to understand book that
will lay the foundation for all
your future dreamwork.

Fulfillment emerges through
developing a purposefully driven
life.
Learning to elevate the
motivation from being externally
driven, to an internal force
provides a sense of security and
peace.
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B

Informative dreams provide
guidance to waking life and
understanding the meaning of
dreams is key to living a
fulfilling life.

Vital Ingredient
by Laurel Clark
$4.00

This is the story of John, a
man who lived with
diabetes for most of his
life. In his early 30’s he
began to receive Intuitive
Health Analysis from the
School of Metaphysics.
This is a powerful book
that provides a universal
way to study health and
consciousness from a very
personal perspective.

When All Else Fails Be Honest!
When All Else Fails Be Creative!
When All Else Fails Be Healthy!
When All Else Fails Be Prosperous
by Barbara O’Guinn Condron
$1.00 each

These little booklets are a powerful series that lead the reader straight to the heart of their soul. An Interfaith endeavor, each
topic is supported with holy scripture from around the world. Simple assignments in self reflection accompany each teaching.

Nullam arcu leo, facilisis ut!
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I Eat Meat for Spiritual
Reasons
Kundalini Poetry

Fruit Day Cookbook

edited by Jennifer Childers
$10.00

edited by Karen Mosby
$10.00

This is a collection of poetry
generated by students and
teachers at the School of
Metaphysics.
What these
poets share is a keen
awareness of the origin of
creativity. Each has personal
experience with the most
powerful energy known to
humanity, kundalini.

Spiritual and material recipes
for health, prosperity and
wisdom gathered from
School of Metaphysics
students and teachers.
Created by students who
practice eating only fruits and
vegetables 2 days each week
as a spiritual discipline.

by Daniel R. Condron
$1.00

This amazing little book
stimulates readers to
consider the truths that
thought is cause and it is
our duty to raise the
consciousness of all.
It is important that our
thoughts and actions be
engaged for spiritual
reasons.

Guardian Angels:
Wisdom from Those Who
Guide Us
by Barbara O’Guinn Condron
$3.00
This book lends insight into
superconscious existence based
on Spirit Guide Readings.

18!
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ebook

Going in Circles: Our
Search for a Satisfying
Relationship
edited by Barbara O’Guinn
Condron
$5.99 download

Relationships are central to
our understanding of
ourselves and the Universe.
During her years of living as
a teacher and counselor, Dr.
Barbara Condron recognized
t h e n e e d fo r i n t u i t i ve
counsel for those desiring
f u l fi l l i n g re l a t i o n s h i p s,
particularly between the
sexes. The result, published
in 1979, was the book Going
in Circles: Our Search for a
Satisfying Relationship.
Filled with excerpts from
Past Life Crossings, this book
talks about the search for
love. The third section on
original sin will help you
dispel the confusion
between physical pleasures
and spiritual satisfaction,
allowing you the freedom to
completely express your
Real Self with another.
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Charisma: The Art of
Communication

Dreamtime: Parables of
Universal Law while Down
Under

7 Steps to Deepen Your
Meditation

by Barbara O’Guinn Condron
$5.99 download

Throughout your lifetime
you have probably
encountered many who
possess a magnetism. Their
essence seems to shine,
drawing you deep within
their thoughts. They seem
to have tapped a limitless
source of power in
transmitting their ideas.
These people command
respect. They are people
who have something to say,
0 never fearing that no one
will listen.
Charisma is the quality of
such a person. The word
itself often seems to imply
an illusively mystical
concept difficult to define.
Actually, charisma describes
the qualities of a person
who focuses his attention
within, then directs this
outward to others.

edited by Barbara O’Guinn
Condron
$10.00

This book chronicles the
stories of 13 people attending
the Parliament of the World’s
Religions in Melbourne,
Australia. The youngest turned
3 on the trip, the oldest was 63.
One person was born in Japan,
another an émigré from
Belarus. One is a MBA, a
Montessori-trained teacher, a
mother of two, another a
president of the 501(c)(3)
educational organization that
brought them together. Their
stories, told as parables,
illustrate the Universal Laws of
creation.

School of Metaphysics Publishing www.som.org

by Pamela Blosser
$3.99 download

You might consider what
was intuitively reported in a
Renaissance Por trait
meditation evaluation
during a Spiritual Focus
Weekend.
Would suggest that this one
begin to perceive meditation
as the thoughts that populate
this one's thinking. It is where
this one lives moment to
moment as much as it is
where this one might go to.
(10999BGC5)
Consider that wherever you
are in your thinking is your
meditation. The question
then arises, what quality of
meditation do you want? Do
you want scattered
meditation? Uplifting
meditation?
Calm
meditation?This book
explores 7 simple steps to
improve meditation in a life
changing way.
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The Science of Positive
Thinking - DVD
by Barbara O’Guinn Condron
$20.00

Every life experience is a
lesson waiting to be learned.
Yo u r s u c c e s s i s l a r g e l y
dependent upon your ability
to learn. Eight people from
diverse backgrounds and
walks of life tell you how to
draw upon superlearning
powers in everyday situations.
They are mastering life
through the powerful energy
attrac tors of forgivness,
thankfulness, and gratitude
taught in the opening weeks
of study at the School of
Metaphysics.
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How to Develop Your Mind
to make Better Grades
and Study 1/2 as Much DVD
by Daniel R. Condron
$20.00

There are mental keys and
prac tices that determine
success in any subject. This
DVD highlights keys to
understanding any educational
material. Increased
comprehension in your studies
depends upon what you learn
in these 60 minutes.
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The Silver Cord - DVD
by Barbara O’Guinn Condron
$20.00

The Silver Cord is the story of one
soul’s loves and hates, triumphs
and failures, experienced over
centuries. Prepare to meet ten
people as they seek to master
their karma and fulfill their
dharma in the world. Based upon
decades of intuitive research
conducted at the School of
M e t a p hy s i c s, t h e s e d i ve r s e
individuals ages 24 to 58 bring to
life the greatest story ever lived -how the soul reaches to manifest
its destiny as a fully awakened
spiritual being.

10 Powers of Dreaming DVD
by Barbara O’Guinn Condron
$20.00

This unique DVD introduces individuals
throughout history who have experienced
Subconscious Realities. Meet the goddess
who influences the mathematician, the
president who foresees his own death, the
blind author whose mind could see and the
spiritual leader whose vision freed a country.

20!
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Why Does the Dalai Lama
Matter to You? - DVD

by Hezekiah Condron
$20.00

by Hezekiah Condron
$20.00

THE SECOND LIFE focuses
on the unique phenomena
of learning and
sharpening life skills and
talents from one’s dreams.
It weaves a hypothetical
dream tale with
commentary by seasoned
d r e a m e r ’s f r o m b o t h
spiritual and academic
traditions.

A 13-year-old American boy
spends five days one summer
in the company of one of the
greatest spiritual masters of his
time. Hezekiah met monks,
laborers, teachers, students
and performers from Tibet. He
asked them all the same
question. Why does the Dalai
Lama Matter to You?
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The Dream Mystery: An
American Teen’s Search
for Dream Elders - DVD
by Hezekiah Condron
$20.00

A fourteen-year-old American
boy spends six days one
summer in the company of the
world’s foremost authorities in
the field of DREAMS. What he
learns will change the way you
think about dreaming--forever.

The Chick that Took Over
DVD
by Hezekiah Condron
$20.00

Young film maker Hezek iah
Condron brings to life the Chick
That Took Over.
Enjoy the
adventures of the giant chick that
takes over New York, escapes an
army and many more calamities.
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Portraits of Healing - CD
digital download

by Paul Sandor Madar
$15.00

by Matt Valois
$15.00

Music to inspire from our world’s
holy works. Rev. Madar mindfully
chose scripture that focused on
hope. Each song was recorded
after meditating upon the
individual scriptures.

Music inspired by the Healer’s
Portrait intuitive report offered at
the School of Metaphysics.
Explore the sound of Empathy,
Wonder, Imagination, Acceptance
and more.

Love Is Bliss - CD

Lucid Dreaming digital download

directed by Daniel R. Condron
$15.00

by SOM students

This musical experience holds
within it a new and innovative
combination of music and
consciousness. Created by students
at the College of Metaphysics this
music is unique in its sound and
ability to lift consciousness.

22!
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Lucid Dreaming explores
consciousness through the rhythm
of a night and day of dreaming. This
powerful CD is Holosonic (TM)
meaning each of the songs contains
the message of the whole. A
complete listening to the songs
consecutively and in order produces
the harmonization of the conscious
and subconscious minds through
visions and dreams.

School of Metaphysics Publishing www.som.org
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Books by Laurel Clark
Concentration $4
Dharma: Finding Your Soul's Purpose $10
Karmic Healing $15
Intuitive Dreaming $13
Law of Attraction and Other Secrets of Visualization $13
Vital Ingredient: Healing for a Higher Purpose $4

Books by Barbara O’Guinn Condron
A Circle of Love $10
Charisma: The Art of Communication ebook $5.99
The Dreamer's Dictionary $15
Dreamtime: Parables of Universal Law While Down Under $13
Dreamtime: Parables of Universal Law While Down Under ebook $10
Every Dream is About the Dreamer $13
First Opinion: Wholistic Health Care for the 21st Century $15
Going In Circles: Our Search for a Satisfying Relationship ebook $5.99
Guardian Angels: Wisdom From Those Who Guide Us $3
How to Raise An Indigo Child: 10 Keys for Cultivating a Child’s Natural Brilliance $14
THE INVITATION a play in four movements (script) $8
THE INVITATION a play in four movements Audible.com download
Kundalini Rising: Mastering Creative Energies $13
Master Living: 10 Essential Life Skills for Health, Prosperity, Success & Peace of Mind $18
PEACEMAKING, 9 Lessons for Changing Your Self, Your Relationships and Your World $12
The Power of Prayer Around the World Songbook $30
Radiance A Myth for All Ages $8
Spiritual Renaissance: Elevating Consciousness for the Common Good $15
When All Else Fails Be Honest $1
When All Else Fails Be Creative $1
When All Else Fails Be Healthy $
When All Else Fails Be Prosperous $1
Wisdom of Solomon: Infinite Possibilities in Finite Experiences $15
The Work of the Soul $13

Books by Daniel R. Condron
2012, 2013 & Beyond Time $15
The Bhagavad Gita Interpreted & Explained $20
The Dhammapada Interpreted & Explained $20
Dreams of the Soul: The Yogi Sutras of Pantajali $13
I Eat Meat for Spiritual Reasons $1
The Emptiness Sutra $10
The Four Stages of Growth $5
Isaiah Chapter 55 Interpreted & Explained $5
Permanent Healing $20
The Purpose of Life $15
The Secret Code of Revelation $15
Seven Secret Keys to Prosperity & Abundance $5
Still Mind Present Moment Open Heart $15
Superconscious Meditation $13
The Tao Te Ching, Interpreted & Explained $15
Understanding Your Dreams $5
Universal Healing Truths $15
Universal Language of Mind: The Book of Matthew Interpreted $13
Remembering Atlantis: The History of the World, Vol. One $15
The Bible Interpreted in Dream Symbols $18
Nullam arcu leo, facilisis ut!
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Books continued
Blosser, Pamela
7 Steps to Deepen Your Meditation ebook download $3.99
Motivation: From Existence to Fulfillment $2.00
Childers, Jennifer
Kundalini Poetry $10
Madar, Christine
The Moon’s Effect on Dreams $10
Martin, Teresa
Lucid Dreaming 99,000 Opportunities for Awareness $13
Mosby, Karen
Fruit Day Cookbook $10
Nordmann, Damian
The Inner Secrets of Astrology $20
O’Guinn, Gael
The Taraka Yoga of Kuan Yin: Receiving Your Inner Teacher $20

DVD’s
10 Powers of Dreaming $20
The Chick that Took Over $20
The Dream Mystery: An American Teen’s Search for Dream Elders $20
How to develop Your Mind to make Better Grades and Study 1/2 as Much $20
The Science of Positive Thinking $20
The Second Life $20
The Silver Cord $20
Why Does the Dalai Lama Matter to You? $20

CD’s
HOPE $15
Love Is Bliss $15
Portraits of Healing $15
Pranic Healing DNA Transfiguration $35

Digital Download’s
HOPE digital download
Lucid Dreaming digital download
Portraits of Healing digital download
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